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INTRODUCING DESIGNSTAR
Who are we and what can we do for you?
The perfect partner for the green sector in the
field of communications and POS materials.
We make sure that your product gets the
attention it deserves.
This can be accomplished by means of
a beautiful label, a striking pot cover or a
convenient carrying strap. If you are looking
for help with the development of a complete
concept or a new house style, look no further.

Everything we do is tailored to suit your needs
and wishes. We offer just the right amount of
expert input from our experienced designers.
Designstar is part of Van der Starre Group, a
well known supplier of climbingplants in the
Netherlands. As a result, we know the sector
through and through; we are up on all the
developments and we can really work with
you to find practical solutions.
There is a reason why support, flexibility, and
working proactively are terms that one often
hears both inside and outside our company.

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
Corporate social responsibility
is becoming an increasingly
important concept that is
gaining attention in numerous
sectors.
Everyone can make a contribution and we
are also glad to accept our responsibility.
By operating sustainably, we take people
and the natural environment into account.
This starts with our account managers;
they try as much as possible to combine
appointments to limit travel distances. In their
designs, our designers take into account the
maximum utilisation of the pressure sheets to
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minimize material waste. The pieces that still
must be cut off are recycled.
Designstar uses modern printing presses and
technologies that have the smallest possible
ecological footprint. We also work intensively
with various socially responsible workplaces.
We operate in a socially responsible manner
to ensure not only green results but also a
green and blooming planet for everyone.
Both in environmentally friendly and socially
responsible areas.
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PARTNERS
Designstar is proud of its socially responsible
partners! One of our partners is Sociaal
Werkbedrijf DSW, a company which works with
people with disabilities, located in Zoetermeer.
Since 2010 DSW has handled the finishing of
Designstar’s labels and pot covers.
Since 2013 we have been intensifying the
cooperation. In our own hall within the
DSW building, Designstar employees work
together with DSW employees. Through this
beautiful cooperation, the employees of DSW
participate in the rhythm of work and gain
experience in a real work-learning company!

‘Designstar’s
cooperation with
DSW is a win-win
situation’
"Collaboration
between designstar
and DSW is a winwin situation"
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WORKING METHOD
Are you interested in the possibilities for your company or product?
BRIEFING

• One of our account managers would be happy to visit you, free of
obligation. We prefer to come to your company, to get a good impression
of both your products and your company.
DESIGN

• During this visit the account manager will listen to your wishes, but also
give advice. By working together the best briefing will be produced.
OFFER APPROVAL

• The account manager discusses this briefing with the designer.
The designer starts working with it and creates one or multiple, completely
tailored designs.

DESIGN APPROVAL

• The account manager will then visit you again, this time to present
the designer’s proposals. In addition, you will receive an offer, following the
proposals. Thus you will immediately know where you stand.
PREPRESS

• If you are as enthusiastic as we are, you agree to the offer.

• The account manager back office now enters the picture and ensures
PRINT ORDER

that the entire line is drawn up and that all the files are prepared for printing.

• After you have given your final consent, the order is printed and further
finished until it is a ready-to-use product. The account manager back office
DELIVER ORDER

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®

guides the entire process and maintains contact with you.
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DESIGN & DTP
DESIGN

But how do we draw the attention of both the client and the consumers?
Besides a beautifully grown product, a good design is important. A design that fits you
and your product like a tailored suit – one that perfectly shows the complete picture
and attracts buyers.
Designstar will gladly help you find the right solution. Everything that we make is
completely customized. Thus you are sure to get something unique. Whether it is a
single layout or a line with more than 1000 types, you’ve come to the right place!

DESIGN
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Malus

Pyrus

Prunus

Prunus
domestica 'Opal'

domestica 'James Grieve'

BIRNE | PEAR
POIRIER | PERA

PFIRSICH | PEACH
PÊCHER | PESCO

PFLAUME | PLUM
PRUNIER | PRUGNA

APFEL | APPLE
POMMIER | MELA

communis 'Charneux'

persica 'Suncrest'
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‘responding
to the needs
of the
consumer’

SALES
CONCEPT
Experience, seduction, efficiency, cooperation
in the chain, cost reduction, story-telling,
marketing mix, assortment policy, promotion,
price policy, impulse purchasing, point of
sales, shelf management…
What exactly is a sales concept?
According to Designstar, a sales concept
is a well-thought-out total plan with which
your product is marketed successfully by
responding to the needs of the consumer.
Designstar features a great deal of expertise
in the field of sales concepts for the horticultural
industry. Together with you we can come up
with a strategy to successfully reach your
target group.

Prunus
avium 'Lapins'

RY
KIRSCHE | CHER
IA
CERISE | CILIEG

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®

We developed this fresh
and tasty-looking label line
for Vergeldt en Bouten.
The diverse product
groups are easy to
distinguish because each
group has its own colour
heart. And of course the
colour also goes well with
the colour of the fruit!
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SPECIAL PLANTS
The gems of Special Blooming Plants are the
favourites of our growers. With these especially
beautiful plants you can create a gorgeous
eye-catcher in no time!
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Special Blooming Plants is
a group of growers that exclusively
grow and collectively promote
flowering plants.
Designstar has created their
logo and house style.
The hip and colourful style, which
can be used modularly, is ideal for
various applications.

D E S I G N STA R

TRENDS
In order to provide you with good advice, we keep a
close eye on trends. We are not only well-informed
about trends in floriculture, but also about trends in,
for exa mple, the interior and garden industry.

2020

TREND 1: INNER RETREAT
In our busy world today, many people get over-excited. There is a need for
rest. This trend is all about a calm and serene appearance. A lot of light is
important. Products have a matte appearance and are sometimes transparent.
The shapes are also calm and uncluttered and often round or with rounded
corners. Pastel and natural shades complement the look pleasantly. Natural
materials are often used because they won't stand out much.

TREND 2: BLENDED CULTURES
You will find this style as a counterpart to the “Inner Retreat” style. In this style the
world is connected, different cultures are brought together. And influences from
different ethnicities combined. The style is characterized by a large diversity of
shapes and colors combined with mainly natural materials. Designs play an
important role. Both drawn and printed patterns or patterns created by weaving
and braiding techniques fit in well with this trend.

TREND 3: STREET SAVAGE
Street savage is a unique and sometimes raw urban atmosphere. Industrial
materials are combined with strong colors and powerful designs. Furniture,
vintage and new are used interchangeably. Bright, powerful, contrasting colors
are combined with concrete gray, natural beige and industrial black. The
materials in this trend are industrial, such as corrugated plate, diamond plate
and other metal.
Source: Koninklijke INretail, 2019

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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In the climbing plants concept of nursery of
Van Der Starre, the provision of information plays a major
role. By showing the climbing plants against a rain pipe or
fence, the consu mer immediately sees what is possible!
A nice detail: on each label a distinctive quality of the
plant is centrally indicated, attractive to butterflies or
especially fragrant, for exa mple.

DESIGN
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Due to the wide range of Phalaenopsis, prices have been under pressure for years. And that while the Phalaenopsis
growers are often a mong the most innovative entrepreneurs in the greenery. Delivering a high-quality and distinctive
product is essential in this market.
With the new concept lines that can be supplied in color as well as in the mix, So Natural certainly makes this happen.
The Phalaenopsis is not only fun to buy, but even more to give! Three distinctive lines have been chosen. With the “So
Smart” baseline, the plants leave with a matching label. “So Special” makes the Phalaenopsis a gift by means of a
chic pot cover and label. Both lines can be supplied with biodegradable labels and pot covers printed on PLM BIO if
desired. “So Brilliant” is the most exclusive variant. A luxury pot cover printed on silver la minate and matching labels
make this long and exuberant bloomer a real eye catcher.

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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Rose grower Frank Coenders has chosen a beautiful, colourful, and
recognizable style. This style is not only seen on the labels but also
in the table and the CC cart decoration. To complete the concept
for the market, we have also developed an assortment brochure
and a website.
If desired, a concept like this can be further expanded, for
exa mple with a pot cover or a design for the display stand.
LOGO DESIGN
DESIGNSTAR

WEB
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COMPLETE
SALES TABLE

DESIGN AND PRODUCTION
CC BANNERS AND STRIPS

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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PRINTING
PRINT
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In addition to the design, implementation is also of great importance.
The right material and the perfect finish make the difference!
Designstar uses the latest printing techniques and the highest quality materials.
From millions of labels to one photo card, we develop your products with the
utmost care. Discover the possibilities and our materials on the following pages.

HANG LABELS

POT COVERS

STAKE LABELS

CLICK LABELS

D E S I G N STA R

MATERIALS
Each application has its own ideal material. Thus the material used for a stake label is different
from what is used for a pot cover. The stake label must be rigid so it can easily be stuck in the pot.
A pot cover, however, needs to be flexible so it can nicely take the shape of the pot.
Most of the materials are in various thicknesses. Both the labels and pot covers as well as the
photo cards and banners are available with a nice shiny look, but also with a sleek matte
appearance. So we give each product the right look-and-feel!

Calathea

AIR CLEANING

LITTLE CARE

FRAGARIA

Aardbei

DAY & NIGHT
RHYTHM

Plant Label
Material
(PLM-BIO)

polypropyleen
(pp)

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®

Plant Label
Material
(PLM-top)

polystyreen
(pS)

BANNERS

PHOTO CARD

CARRYING
STRAP

OTHER
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paper
based
Steck
Stick-in
etikett
label

Hange
Hangetikett
label

Potcover

Carrying
Tragebeugel
strap

POS

PLM
BIO

PLM
TOP

PLM
BASIC

PLM
CKB
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plastic
based
Stick-in label

Hang label

Potcover

Carrying strap

POS

PS
RPS
PP
PP

SILVER

PP
ECO

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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CC- AND EC- PROMOTION
In a market that consists largely of retail, speed is important. More and more often CC -trolleys or Euro
containers, complete with products, are put in the store. They are sold empty in a short period of time and a
new promotion follows. This way of selling is focused on impulse buying.
An attractive CC - or EC -promotion makes the product stand out extra well, which encourages buying.
Designstar has a solution for every wish, the possibilities are endless. From EC strip to CC top card, from
one-off budget solution to beautiful, high-quality plates. You can come to us for decorating one cart, but also
for 10,000 carts (or more).
When desired, Designstar takes great pleasure in designing the CC - and EC -promotion
Of course it is also possible to deliver your own design.
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THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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front-down

front-up

top-down

top-up

FINISHING & MOUNTING
In addition to a nice design and the correct choice of materials, the finishing of a product is
also essential. Thus you have a choice of different sticks, each with its own benefits.
The Labelsupport® makes it possible to attach the label to the stick in one of four different ways.
This allows you to choose the best presentation for each product. In addition to the sticks and
the attachment, the labels are neatly packed per type in handy boxes. We deliver pot covers
mounted and ready for use. This is done thanks to our employees at the socially responsible
work place. And we are very proud of this!

Kwekerij De Noordpoel also uses our
3-pin Labelsupport®. The labels
are attached to two pins, so they
always stand upright in the 3-pin
Labelsupport®. A must-have for
every label line!

DESIGN
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MOUNTING
Croc
support
16 and 26 cm

Here you see a small
selection of our available
mounting possibilities.
Your account manager will
be happy to give you more
information about the best
solution for your product!

bambini

10 to 80 cm

3-pin
Labelsupport
17 and 25 cm

Labelsupport
17 and 25 cm

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®

info stake
10 t0 50 cm

elastic

8 to 12 cm
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WEBSITE DESIGN & MANAGEMENT
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kwekerijvanderwilt.nl
kwekerijovermars.nl

eresboomverzorging.nl

fabisschops.nl

WEB

Naturally, a complete promotional package should include a website.
Designstar creates and develops websites based on your own existing
house style or, if you like, in a completely new style.
We will gladly handle your complete house-style package, so that your
various online and offline expressions are perfectly in line with each other.

D E S I G N STA R

REALISATION

MANAGEMENT

In an extensive interview you will inform one
of our account managers of your needs
and he/she will give you advice. It will then
be made clear roughly what functions and
pages you would like on the new website
Based on this, the account manager will
make an offer. Once an agreement is
reached on this offer, we get to work!

All websites made by Designstar are
provided with a user-friendly management
system (CMS). This allows you to keep
your website up-to-date and whenever
necessary make updates yourself, without
in any way changing the look of your
website. For example, you can post
company news or make changes to the
product range.

Your wishes will be translated online into
a beautiful and clearly organized website.
You can submit images for this or, if desired,
we can take care of this for you.

Would you rather not do this yourself?
Designstar can also take care of this.
Our account managers would be happy
to tell you more about this.

All our websites are suitable for computers,
tablets and mobile phones. And because
your website must be easy to find, our
websites come standard search engine
optimized (SEO).

provenwinners.eu/shrubs/nl

WEB

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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As everyone knows, a picture is worth a thousand words. Images speak volumes
about a product and often they are even more important than the accompanying
text! Moreover, people are becoming increasingly visually oriented.
Designstar features an image bank with more than 260,000 images. These images
are available exclusively for our customers. On the following pages you can read
more about this.

D E S I G N STA R

PRODUCTS

From the perspective of the
customer, it is often better to
use more commercial photos.
How does the plant look
in a stylish living room?
Or blooming in a modern
garden?

THEME

IMAGE BANK

In our photo all our close-up
images are taken with the ideal
and consistent lighting.
This is especially important
for use in extensive label lines.
Application images are usually
made in our daylight studio or
on location.

The pictures from our image
bank are made in-house.
Because of this we own the
rights to an enormous number
of images. This includes a lot
of close-up photos of flowers
and plants.

STUDIO

QUALITY

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®

Detached images (without a
background) are widely used
in the trade. As the product
in the picture is shown as it is
sold, these images are ideal
for a product assortment list,
brochure or webshop.

Our experienced photography
team has all the equipment
necessary to deliver top-quality
images. They make use of
the latest cameras and the
most advanced photo editing
programs. This leads to a
beautiful result!
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OUR LOCATIONS
Are you curious as to what the possibilities are for your products? We would love to meet you!
This can be done at your company, but of course you are welcome at our office in Boskoop.
We’ll make sure the coffee is ready!

VISITING ADDRESS

AFHALEN BESTELLINGEN

Alfensvaart 7
2771 NM Boskoop
The Netherlands

Designstar afdeling Zoetermeer
Edelgasstraat 250
2718 TC Zoetermeer

Tel: +31 (0)172 235 633
Fax: +31 (0)172 21 0183
E-mail: sales@designstar.nl
KVK: Rijnland 27321109
BTW: NL8196.00.921.B.01

Designstar afdeling Vlaardingen
George Stephensonweg 43
3133 KJ Vlaardingen

Designstar afdeling Boxtel
Schouwrooij 20
5281 RE Boxtel

CURIOUS? THEN TAKE A LOOK AT

www.designstar.nl
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A SELECTION OF OUR CLIENTS

COMING SOON!
YOUR LOGO
HERE?

THE ART OF CONCEPTS®
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www.designstar.nl

© design and production by Designstar bv

Interested? Please contact one of our account managers. They would be happy to come by
and get to know you. You provide the coffee and they will provide a fresh perspective and
practical ideas!

YOUR CONTACT PERSON FOR ALL NEW REQUESTS

HENNIE DE LANGE

NANNE BALYON

CORNÉ KOPPELAAR

MICHAEL KOK

ACCOUNTMANAGER

ACCOUNTMANAGER

ACCOUNTMANAGER

ACCOUNTMANAGER

Export | Noord-Holland

Zundert | België

West Brabant | Gelderland

Westland | De Kring

Boskoop | Overijssel

Aalsmeer | Bollenstreek

Zeeland

Limburg | Oost Brabant

Utrecht

+31 (0)6 30 250 661
nanne@designstar.nl

+31 (0)6 49 499 314
corne@designstar.nl

+31 (0)6 82 803 357
michael@designstar.nl

+31 (0)6 10 307 976
martjan@designstar.nl

+31 (0)6 22 848 456
henniel@designstar.nl

MART JAN VAN
RENSWOUDE

ACCOUNTMANAGER

YOUR CONTACT PERSON FOR ALL ONGOING REQUESTS

JACKY BLOM

ACCOUNTMANAGER
BACK OFFICE
+31 (0)172 462237
jacky@designstar.nl

JANNE PRINCEN

JOSINE BLOMBERG

BART VAN PUTTEN

ACCOUNT MANAGER
BACK OFFICE

DESIRÉE GRIMBERGEN

ACCOUNT MANAGER
BACK OFFICE

+31 (0)172 235 628
janne@designstar.nl

+31 (0)172 235 629
josine@designstar.nl

+31 (0)172 235 631
bartp@designstar.nl

+31 (0)172 235 633
desiree@designstar.nl

ACCOUNT MANAGER
BACK OFFICE

ACCOUNT MANAGER
BACK OFFICE

